
Telephone: (417) 83,-4922 

June 11, 1985 

BASHAN NEWS 

GREETINGS: Again another month has come for tidings from Bashan. All here on the hill of God salute 
you afar and near, and renew assurances of appreciation of your prayers, your letters, and your kind 
thoughts of us here. 

WEATHER: Since the last issue of the Tidings, the weather has been moderately variable. The Lord is 
blessing us with an abundant rainfall, producing a vibrant attire of variegated greens and, gratifyingly, 
bringing on fast the gardens, orchards and vineyards. Already the palate has feasted on luscious peas, as
paragus, lettuce, radishes, greens, and rhubarb, and the eyes on beautiful flowers-forsythia, pussy wil
lows, anemones, tulips, hyacinths, rain lillies, peonies, wygalia, and mock orange, as each have come in 
turn, and now the gorgeous climbing roses in front as well as on both sides of Bashan House. And soon the 
gladiolus, lilacs, and rose of Sharon will be bursting into white, blue, and pink profusion. So you can see 
that along with the variegated greens of trees and bushes, the floral succession keeps Bashan world colorful 
and beautiful as God would have it. 

NAME-INGATHERING CAMPAIGN: Our veteran name-ingatherer-an eighty-year old Ammi, and a 
Ruhamah in her thirties, continue to get new Directories. For the month of May, they have sent in together 
eleven Directories. 

We praise and thaiik the Lord for the endeavor of these two, also for the numerous names and addresses 
sent in by several others, and we pray that their vision and enthusiasm will inspire each of you to launch 
out in a name-ingathering campaign of your own. Here are two letters we received this month from the 
two: 

From Ruhamah: 

May 8, 198S 

Dear Brother and Sister Bingham: 

Enclosed is another Directory. Praise God! So many good things have been happening, both with Direc-
tories and with . Also my "rather large idol" has been cast away. 

This "large idol" was my job-it had become (and was becoming) more and more demanding. The ground 
I had gained when I first began to study, I had lost or was losing. Little by little I was seeing it erode, and I 
prayed and prayed about what to do. I was having less and less time away from the job (not to mention in:
creased commuting time) and was becoming very pressed to get even the barest bit of necessities taken care 
of. Well, due to the Lord's voice previously, concerning getting out from under "financial" difficulties, 
and having heeded that voice, praise God, I will be giving up my high-salaried "yoke" for the "light yoke" 
of Christ. · and I will therefore be spending the upcoming summer "Directory hunting" ... This 
has been such a load off my mind. God is so good! And His ways beyond finding out! 

Thank you for your prayers for the Directory effort. I continue to send up prayers for the Bashan building 
program. Tell all I say hello and God bless. 

Sincerely yours, (Eastern U. S.) 
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FromAmmi: 

Dear Office Family: 

May 19,l98S 

Last week, I had a very good experience. I drove by the place [around 150 miles from his home] where I 
should have turned in , and went on to Los Angeles. On the way back, I saw the sign, ____ , 
and tu:med in. The Lord led me to ask a service station attendant where the S. D. A. church was. He 
directed me. Then I came to a Spanish church. I was on time for the 11:00 a.m. preaching, I was shown to a 
seat. Though I did not understand the preachh1g, I prayed that the Lord would inspire the preacher to give 
me a Directory. I witnessed an I could as l waited for the people to file out. The preacher then came over 
and shook my hand. I told him I wanted a Directory. He didn't ask me any questions! but went and got me 
this 1984 Directory which I am sending herein, Thanks be to God. (California) 

So the faithful, effective work of this Basha.n Ammi and this Bashan Ruhamah continues. Who is ready to 
join them? Who is ready to drive many, many miles as does this eighty-year old veteran, on Wednesday 
nights and on Sabbaths in search of Directories? Who are wining to give up their good jobs (if they are so 
circumstanced) to go ''Directory hunting" on faith'? Who are going to apply Judges 5:23 personally to 
their lives? The hour is late, Brethren, the time is spending. What we do now, we must do quickly. May 
God grant that all who read these lines will have the burden and the will to lay all on the altar of sacrifice, 
arid to go out to gather as many names and addresses as possible while they can be gathered. Thisis the 
most urgent and hence most important work at this time. "The night cometh, when no man can work," 

TITHE RECEIPTS: the enclosed receipts go our earnest prayers that your stewardship is such that 
the Lord's blessings m~y rest upon it and reward each of you accordingly. The servant of the Lord says: 

" 'The Lord has spoken in regard to paying tithes. He has sa,id, "Bring ye all the tithes into the storehouse, 
that there may be meat in Mine house, and prove Me now herewith, saith the Lord of hosts, if I will not 
open you the windows of heaven, and pour you out a blessing, that there shall not be room enough to 
receive it." But while He pronounces a blessing upon those who bring in their tithes, He pronounces a 
curse upon those who withhold them. Very recently I have had direct light from the Lord upon this ques
tion, that many Seventh-day Adventists were :robbing God in tithes and offerings, and it was plainly re~ 
vealed to me that Malachi has stated the case as it really Then how dare any man even think in his heart 
that a suggestion to withhold tithes and offerings is from the Lord? Where, my brother [or sister], 

stepped out of the path? Oh, get your feet back in the straight path again.' "-TM 60:2. 

WORK ON THE OUTSIDE: All handi!il continue to work on the various jobs outside. Almost all the berry 
(except 4,000 strawberry, 12 blueberry, and 80 raspberry) are in, and we have picked over 200 quarts 

of strawberries. Although the yield of strawberries this year has not been so large as last year, we are very 
thankful for aU we have had for the table and to freeze, besides all we have sold. 

BIGGER TRACTOR: In seeking to fiU the ever-increasing need for more tractor power, we asked the 
Lord to lead us to the right place, and He did. There we secured a 1972110-horsepower reconditioned Case 
tractor for $5,250.00. It is fairly "eating up'' the heavy jobs while the old Ford tractor (40 horsepower), 
which bas been working very hard since we first purchased it new in 197S,is still very much in lighter use. 

SMALL CHARTS: These are still available at $7 .SO a set. AU orders n1;1ed to be accompanied with paym 
ment, so as to save the office bookkeeping time. 

MONTH-END DAY OF PRAYER AND FASTING: For the newer brethren who are not acquainted with 
its purpose, e, word of exphanation: h1 the midmsixtieri, just shortly after the Association reorganized, all the 
members voted that the last Sabbath of each month should be devoted to prayer and fasting fot the follow
ing twofold purpose: To plead 'Nii:h the Lord for victorie!l in our own lives, and (2) to plead with the 
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Lord to prosper the work in reaching the ho1u:st among ourS. D. A. brethren. Accordingly, since the time 
is now much shorter than when we first believed, we pray that all will see the weighty reason for engaging 
in this day of united prayer and fasting and thus receive the blessing each so much needs. 

MAY LITERATURE MAILING:·Sincil:l the last Newsletter, 16,744 pieces of literature were sent aU over 
the Adventist world, We praise and glorify God for maldng this possible. Also fourteen new Directories 
have been sent in. 

PHONE CALLS: Because all are called upon to bf:: God's faithful stewards, we must give account for the 
way we spend His means. So we urge that only the most urgent calls be made, and that they be placed on 
Sundays, when the lower rates are on, between the hours of 10:00 a.m. and 12:00 noon. 

REMITTANCES: Please remember to make your checks and/or money orders out to THE DAVIDIAN 
SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST ASSOCIATION, and not to THE UNIVERSAL PUBLISHING ASSOCIATION, 
or to any individuat 

ORDERS FOR LITERATURE AND TAPES: Please remember to put all orders on separate pieces of 
paper, and not in the body of your letters or on your remittance slips, and to indicate in your letter that you 
are enclosing an order slip. This will give us a record of orders and thus obviate their being overlooked, and 
will prevent their not being filled promptly. 

IMPORTANT REMINDER: When sending names and addresses, please, as far as possible, send us the 
names of the churches to which these individuals belong. This wm save time, as some of these may be on 
Directories we have already received, 

PRAYER REQUESTS: Please continue ever to keep before the throne of grace the long list of burdened 
requests for prayer, 0 

BACK TO THE SOIL 

No matter how little some people may know about agriculture, they will, if they trace their family roots 
back far enough, find some long~forgotten ancestral connection to the soil-a connection which the mists 
of time have obscured ~nd which have largely been lost in today's urban, mechanized society, Ultimately, 
every man, woman, and child on the earth is connected to the soil by the very odgin of their existence: 
''And the Lord God formed man of the dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; 
and man became a living soul." Gen. 2:7. 

To some, this cmmection is a close and vital kinship; others are merely aware of it; still others either know 
nothing of this fundamental truth or dismiss it as simply the folklore of an ancient people. 

Here at Bashan, those of us who work the land have the opportunity to develop a close and lasting relations 
ship with the soil. By the work of cultivating, plowing, pruning, planting, and watering, we can more vivids 
ly understand many important prophetic scriptures which employ agricultural symbols, 

An outstanding example of this is the recent cultivation of one of Bashan's vineyards which had become 
overgrown with weeds, thorns, and brambles, As we labored to clean up and restore this circumstantially 
neglected vineyard, we could more clearly g:nasp the significance of Isaiah 7:2.3s2S, especially in relation to 
the use of the umattock'~ and its nu::aning in spiritual terms. 

Every year we sow wheat here as a cover crop to protect the soil during winter. The plowing, sowing, and 
harvesting necessary to producing a crop of wheat affords a graphic lesson of the parable of the sower and 
the harvest of Matthew 13, 

Our work with fruit trees has given us many valuable insights into the patience, perseverance, and 
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knowledge required for success in this branch of agriculture. There is no better way to understand the dis
tinction between first and second fruits (Rev. 7:1-8 and 7:9-14) than to watch fruit mature on the tree. 

Every concerned Bashan Davidian should seek to become more informed and intell.igent about nature and 
its functions. This will not only be of valuable spiritual help, it win better equip all those who are-as all 
should be-actively considering rural living. 

It should be kept firmly in mind that no other Davidian group stresses agriculture as Bashan does. This is 
so because they do not have a holistic vision of Christian education (and its mandatory complement-agri
culture). And of scarcely less importance, they have virtually no land, no equipment, and no means for en
gaging in agricultural labor and education. They are located in the cities in direct disregard ofthe divine 
counsel to "get out of the cities." How can they honestly encourage their members to move to the country 
when they themselves are so manifestly wedded to the cities? 

Only Bahan Has the Wher!llwitbal 

Only Bashan has the land (319 acres), the equipment (a bulldozer, two tractors, plus plows, discs, cultiva~ 
tors, etc.), the experience (in planting vines, shrubs, and trees, and growing fruits and vegetables since the 
early 1970's), and most importantly, the vision. 

Every Bashan Davidian should carefully consider the striking contrast between the work of Mother Leah 
and the pitiful little leaping "hills"-divided Davidia's vocal dividers-which are leaping-clamoring-
for recognition despite the sheer irony of their utter want of anything whatsoever about which to clamor
"leap" (Ps. 68: 16). With but one po1ilsible exception, all of these wayward, truculent, rebellious children of 
Mother Leah (to say nothing of all the dissident, disruptive Rachelites) are geared to operate from the ur~ 
banized areas, maintain no agricultural training program, have no real, solid base of operation (most of 
them-take note Brethren-seem to equate a post office box with an organized, unified system of opera
tion), and have a most limited, narrow, and constricted concept of the well-rounded program that mu!it 
constitute the true work of God now in the end-time-"the times" of the progressive "restitution of all 
things" (Acts 3:21), 

Again, Bashan Brethren and all concerned, contrast the aforementioned "cracker box" operations with 
Mother Leah's: rural setting, maintenance of an agricultural training program, a solid, real, workable base 
of organized operation, and our all-encompassing, far-reaching concept of the work of God's sole 100111® 
Rod-only Davidian Association. Comparison? There is simply ru:me. 

Bashan is constantly studying and endeavoring to follow the Inspired blueprint for the A.B. C.'s of Chris
tian education-agriculture. The others are not__;.not a one of them. And this basic fact speaks volumes to 
those who honor the Spirit of Prophecy's instruction. 

Cherish Broad PlilM 

Inspiration counsels that "broader plans must be laid ... "-ST 187:4. 

The wayward children of both Leah and Rachel, who have no other progrlllm than to attempt to hinder 
Bashan, can not, of necessity, lay broader,plans, for they lack the vision and facilities to do so. Bashan, 
contrast, has the most fruitful publishing work, the only agricultural program, the only facilities for a 
ministerial training institute (an 11,250 sq. ft. auditorium~print shop-cafeteria complex), and the only 
credibly authorized (ponder well lTG 2:20:1) hunting work. 

Brethren, can you not see that, as every scriptural and material evidence witnesses, after fifteen years of 
setting the camp (Ezek. 4:2; 1SR 128:2; H Code 12:30:1; lSR (p.e.) 75:3), Bashan is the only serious, 
creditable force in Davidia? Is it not dear that even as God blessed ancient Leah with seven children, so He 
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has blessed the Leah Association with the workers, materials, and vision to 
church? 

W!lltdlinl Comin1 Develop•ents 

the work in God's 

The coming months will !>ee several very decisive and heart~cheering Bashan developments in the publish
ing, educational, and agricultural fields. While elaborating upon the detail:§ would only serve to enlighten 
the enemies of Bashan, every true Bashanite can look forward to progress in these areas and can have a 
consequentially productive prayer-part in the continued success of the work of God's parent and one-and
only Constitutional Association.-!. B.O 

THE VIBRANT VOICE OF NA'IHA.NIELS 

Enjoyed Every Word of the Letter 

I thank you for the very informative letter [The Burdened Letter] and would like very much to know more 
about the Truth. I enjoyed every word of the letter, and will look forward to hearing from you once again, 
(Ohio) 

*** 
Pl~:mse-Send Me! 

Please send me the truth concerning the Rod Message. (Mi:rmesota) 

*** 
Good to Read tbe "Gospel Mei!!!i!~ge., 

Thank you for the booklets, It is good to read the "gospel message" as it was once taught, unchanged and 
untainted by the "liberal" and "world appeasers" now found leading the church. 

Please tell me if you know of a study group in my area, , that I could get in touch with. 

If my parents were alive today, I don't think they would recognize the S.D. A. Church they believed in all 
lives, 

Thanks again for the books. Enclosed is a $5.00 gift. (Texas) 

*** 
Very Soui~Uplii'tiolt-! 

I recently read some literature published by your Association entitled The Mystery Stone. I believe it was a 
tract in a series. It was very soul~uplifting, and I thoroughly enjoyed it. 

I was wondering whether or not you could send me a number of these tracts in this series? If at all possible, 
if you do have them, please send them to the below name md address. Thank you. (Alabama) 

*** 
Still l~mteRI!Ited 

Just a few lines to let you know that I am still interested in your magazine. Never mind that I do not 
It is my weakness-not answering letters, However, please continue to send me your Light at Everotid~. I 
enjoy reading them, they have so much truth in them. I also would like you to send me some lessons on 
Zechariah. And the next tim!': your people visit , :msk them to come and talk with the sisters !'And 
brothers you send your magazine to. 

Hoping to hear from you soon. (West Indies) 

*** 
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Seems to B~ Troth 

I want you to send to me these publications for study-An Urgent Open Letter, Tracts #1~15 of the Sh.ep~ 
herd's Rod literature by Davidian .s. D. A.'s, etc. 

I run a colporteur that has just started witnessing in . I would like to put my name on your mailing 
list. There seems to be truth in this literature. I am enclosing $20.00, if more is needed let me know. 
(Pennsylvania) 

*** 
Thank You for N~w Tmtbs 

Thank you for the new truths I found in your tracts that you sent to me. Also, I thank you for sending me, 
guided by God, your brother in Christ, , from ____ , 

What he taught me on the subject of Zechariah Four, from the Bible and two Spirit of Prophecy books, 
was inspired. 

Please send me your Timely Greetings so I can begin studying seriously the words of God not being taught 
by the Adventist Church today. 

Another thing that seems to be the direction of God, is that I will be coming to your area on June 6 in the 
evening. I wm be staying in , , which is not far from Exeter-! believe it is about a 
;4-hour drive away. Anyway, I will stay there till June 8 at the end of the day. The reason I'm coming is for 
the Adventist Camp Meeting that wee:lc I may drive up and stop by at Bashan. gave me your 
phone numbers, so l will call you when I get there. 

I am looking forward to hearing from you soon. (Maryland) D 

THE VOTIVE VOICE OF AMMI AND RUHAM:AH 
(A Few of Many) 

A Letter of Thlimksgivi~~tl 

I write with thanksgiving in my heart for the Lord's being with me during a very bad cough and congestion. 
And I pray all of you have been kept well and safe through all the difficult weather we have all had. 

We know the enemy is working with all his might to cause distress and trouble wherever he can, but praise 
the Lord, we know that God is greater-greater to carry us through. He is all power. Praise His precious 
name! 

I am thankful to return to His storehouse my tithes and offerings. 

Again, thank you for your prayers, and I pray for all of you at Bashan. Thank the Lord for this privilege 
of prayer and for the faith we have that God does answer in His time and for our good. (New Jersey) 

*** 
Bl~sing Received 

Thank you for the precious letter dated May 1, 1985. It was a blessing to receive ali the news and the Edu
cator. 

I have just finished reading the Educator and I praise the Lord that it has blessed my soul. My life is no 
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longer my own. The Holy Spirit is working in the areas mentioned-Patience, Meekness, Humility, and 
Resignation to Goc:t "Praise God" I 

Doors are opening for my moving to , , within another two months. 

Are there any Davidians near 1 I don't know anyone there, but God has a plan for our lives (my 
daughter and me), Wherever He wants me to go, I am willing to go all the way for Jesus. 

May Ood. bless and keep all of you is my prayer. (California) 

*** 
Tmy Took to H~art 

1 received your letter with the Certificate of F'ellowship enclosed, and read and truly take to heart every 
word, because to hold this Certificate with this sort of letter attached exercises one to realize that it's totally 
impossible to hide from God, also because it exercises us to strive to be honest and true. 

The Lord continue to bless you. It's a great blessing in times like these to be able to belong to an organiza~ 
tion that stands for supreme integrity. Praise God for Bashan and its standards. 

Please continue to pray for me that I wm truly overcome self, that the Lord Jesus will take up full abode in 
my life. God bless you. (New York)O 

THE VOCIFEROUS VOICE OF LO (NO}uAMMi AND LO (NOHlUHAMAH 

DoD't Want It Now or Ev~r 

Well, I don't know how you got my name but I didn't send for this. I'm sending it back. I don't want it 
now or ever. (Ohio) 

*** 
Not Wanted 

Please don•t send any more literature to this address! It is not wanted. Thank you. (Ohio) 

*** 
Garbilge 110d 1'ruh! 

This Urgent Open Letter is a lie; only fools read such. HERESY? Yes! 

I do not know how you got my name. I do not want my home infested with this kind of GARBAGE. You do 
not have my permission to ever send more. If you do, I will go to the Postmaster. 

DO NOT SEND MORE OF THIS TRASH. Take Me OFF Your Mailing List. I do not want more of this GAR
BAGE. (Ohio) 

Kindly remove my name from your mailing 
(Ohio)D 

**'of:r 
Not IDt~nsted 

I did not request, nor am I inter~ested in, your publications. 
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PROGRESS OF GOD'S VANGUARD ASSOCIATION 

June 3, 1985 

Dear Brother ___ , 

Thank you for taking the time to share with us your thoughts concerning Brother Houteff's death and 
what you see as the results thereof. 

Owing to the ever-increasing scope of the work of the vanguard association and the resultant requests from 
the field for literature, tapes, and doctrinal explanatimis, my father is kept increasingly occupied with 
editing, speaking, and writing. He has, for these reasons, asked me to reply to your recent letter. 

Before dealing with your concerns, let me bring you up to date on the great progress the work of Bashan is 
experiencing in all phases, both here and afield. 

I am sure that as one who sees the necessity of intertwining Christian education with agriculture, you will 
be interested in our recent endeavors in these areas. 

We have planted, so far this spring, twenty standard peach trees, twenty apricot trees, plus many cherry, 
plum, apple, and pear trees. This brings our orchards up to approximately three acres. We have planted six 
thousand strawberry plants and expect to set out another five thousand in the next ten days or so. Our veg
etable gardens encompass over one acre of cabbage, cauliflower, broccoli, tomatoes, peppers, sweet peas, 
melons, cucumbers, com, asparagus, rhubarb, sweet potatoes, Irish potatoes, carrots, beets, lettuce, and 
globe artichokes. 

We h~we yet to plant okra, eggplant, beans; and this morning are planting more muskmelons, cucumbers 
and corn. All work is done by the students here, who, at time, are concentrating upon the labor aspect 
of the school of the prophets, in preparation for the study program of the ministerial institute, 

Our agricultural equipment consists of a 40-horsepower Ford tractor, a HO-horsepower Case tractor, an 
Allis~Chalmers Bulldozer, plus various cultivators, discEJ, and wagons necessary to maintaining :H9 
acres, Since 1981, the bulldozer has been in use, building three large irrigation ponds, constructing and up
grading :roads and clearing land for cultivating, etc. It is used al!lo for the various ongoing construction 
projects here, and has thus saved the Association considerable expense. 

The latest building project-a combination print shop, cafeteria, and 400-seat auditorium-was begun in 
September of last year and is now structurally completed with only interior finishing to be done. Once 
again, much of the work was accomplished by the students who did the wiring, and helped with the plumb~ 
ing, concrete work, and interior framing. We expect this building, which mearmres 125 feet by 90 feet. to 
house the ministerial institute as well as the print shop and· cafeteria. 

We are presently working on the curriculum for the institute which will embrace a systematic exposition of 
the Rod, public speaking, grammar and usage, history and practical agriculture. Doubtless it is easy for 
you to see that God's work is on the march. But even more important is the spirit prevailing among the stu
dents here who may be heard discussing subjects such as Ezekid 1 while repairing a tra.ctor or enthusiasti
cally presenting of Isaiah 7 while cultivating one of our vineyards. Not only is the :ohvsical on 
the march, but the soiritual also. 

I have had the opportunity, Brother , of being intimately connected with the work and i:!"""'l"'"'~ 
ment of Bashan since its inception. I have !leen this place and people grow from next to nothing into 
confident, and capable entities in their respective rights. 

year, I witness thousands of pieces of Rod literature going forth to fish the honest of heart from the 
roiled waters of Laodicea. From a mimeograph to two presses, a collator, cutter, etc. I have seen God lead 
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in the publishing work. He has entrusted us with the most modem collating, typesetting, and word and 
data processing equipment. Each year many enquiries from the field come in, and many tape 'Studies go 
out. Study groups are growing and attracting more listeners. Hunters are being sent forth to proclaim the 
message. I can say for a certainty, Brother , that Bashan knows where it is going and what mes
sage it must carry to a troubled church. God has raised up a generation of young people to carry the work 
to completion. It is amazing how much like the wilderness experience of Israel is our experience today. 
There have been many who had the opportunity to go up and possess the Kingdom but fell the way, and 
now see their mistake and their places taken by young people. 

A careful analysis, Brother , of the work of Bashan, its growth and progress, wm show that the 
Lord is having success in the work of building the temple of today. This is so because Bashan has the evi
dence of the Spirit of Prophecy at work. The absence of the living Spirit of Prophecy among divided 
Davidians, and the usurpational presence of head-bowl prophets among them, dooms all other groups to 
decay and failure. This is why no other scH;alled Davidian group i§ accomplishing anything of real worth. 
"In fact," says Inspiration (as I am sure you have read), "sacred history proves that nothing has ever pros~ 
pen~d in God's work without the living Spirit of Prophecy in its midst."~ 1 TG 10:20. Close reasoning here 
will show that since nothing has ever prospered without the living Spirit of Prophecy,· then, obviously, to 
have the living Spirit of Prophecy is to have prosperity_:.success. 

From the aforementioned activities here at Bashan, I am sure that you can dearly see that prosperity (suc
cess) is attending this work. 

Your statement, "We have been 30 years in attempting to build the temple but have failed," is true only of 
those who have not had and do not have "the living Spirit of Prophecy active in their midst" (2TG 24:23), 
or of those who have the spirit of "active usurpers" (1TG 14:22) in their midst. 

A close examination of the following statement shows why the work has progressed slowly during the past 
thirty years: 

"The vineyard's being digged with the mattock signifies that the beginning of the work of reformation will 
progress slowly and that it will require hard labor 0 • 0 Though the work; moreover, is to have a small, hard, 
mattock-like begim'l.ing, it will gain speed and will emerge from the mattock stage into the ox-plow 
stage 0 0 • "-6Tr. 39, 40, 

Very obviously we are in the phase of gaining speed, and are moving steadily onward toward the ~tlx-plow 
stage. 

After careful consideration of your points, namely the seventy-year period and Elijah's showdown, I must 
admit that although these points are highly interesting and seemingly very plausible, I can find no verifica
tion of them in the golden bowl, nor even anything that legitimizes them, 

Since the bowl is "full of 'oil' "(6Tr. 44), that automatically constitutes an absolute, categorical prohibi
tion against private interpretation. This, then, poses three problems which are as follows: 

1. Since the bowl is full, any attempt to bring forth an exposition of any subject not in the bowl i11 private 
interpretation. 

2. If, ·consequently, the expositor should acknowledge the prohibition against private interpretation and 
yet continue to do so, the only alternative would be to claim the gift of Inspiration and acknowledge he is 
putting oil in the bowl. In this case, he would automatically fall into the category of "usurper" (1TG 
14:22). 

3. Elijah John (GCS 23) in the typological· personification of V, T. Houteff was the last and only 
interpretative expositor of prophecy to the ii:hurch today. That this is conclusively borne out by the 
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message, is irrefutably proved by the following statements: 

"All may for a surety know both 'the day' and the [the definite article "the" meaning one-in this case, 
the omHmdoonly] Elijah as he proclaims it, because to our surprise he will point out that every Bible 
prophet describes the day and also tells what the Lord would have us to do while it is approach
ing ... "-GCS 12:0. 

"This surely confirms the conclusion that since Elijah is to herald the great day, he can therefore be the 
only one who will rightly interpret [showing there will be false interpreters-usupers] the prophecies ... To 
re-emphasize the fact, let it be said again that being the last of the prophets, Elijah is therefore the only 
one who can open to our understanding :Ill! the prophecies of the scriptures pertaining to the great and 
dreadful day of the Lord ... "-Ibid., 19. 

" ... the promised Elijah is to be the last prophet to the church today, as John the Baptist was the last 
prophet to the church in his day ... "~Ibid., 23. 

"So it is that the Elijah of the great and dreadful day of the Lord, [is] the !ut prophet to the church of this 
day ... "~Ibid., 32. 

Clearly, since Inspiration mandates Elijah to be the l!lo~~flnd~omy and lmst, there can be no other God~sent 
interpretative prophet. Should the living Spirit of Prophecy be again manifested (as it has), it will not be in 
the interpretative role, but rather in the explanatory role which is now manifest in the binding-up of the 
message. 

Your last point deals with Elijah's showdown. You say the type requires this. This is true, but what 
constitutes the fulfillment of the type? Inspiration's answer is given in General Conference Special, pages 
30 and 31: 

"Moreover, we all know that the work of Elijah was to do away with the prophets and priests who 
served Baal instead of God, those who led ancient Israel into the greatest and folly of the day. Ac~ 
cordingly, the antitypical Elijah'§ work, being in the spirit and power of typical Elijah, must therefore be 
similar to typical Elijah's Truth and righteousness, and bringing judgment upon the false 
prophets and teachers in the aniitypical day which in itseiif is tb.lil separating of the c:iudf from the wheat
tbe work of the Judgment for ~he Uvingo" 

Thus we see clearly what constitutes the showdown: Elijah's message brings judgment upon the false 
prophets and teachers who wm be eliminated during the Nine slaying of all without the mark-the 
executive phase of the Judgment for the Living. 

Who, we may ask ourselves, are tht false prophets and teache:rs'l-all the ism-breathers and 
(lTG 14:20), all the "self-appointed representatives of God" (1TG 14:15), and aU the "usurpers" (lTG 
14:22), "imposters" (lTG 2:20), "self-appointed leaders" (6Tro 71), and "counterfeits" (6Tr. 45). 

Concerning the fate of this sctuldlous band; Inspiration is abundantly clear: 

"In our day there is an even greater flood of private interpreters of the Scriptures (the cause of today's 
isms) than there was in Moses' And according to Revelation 12:15, 16, the Lord warns that He will 
again use a remedy similar to the ancient remedy against today's ism-breathing flood. Then some may 
learn to respect the office of the Spirit of Prophecy. Let us now read of the fate of those who chose to con
tinue walking in sparks of their own kindling. Rev. 12: 16~' ... and the earth opened her mouth, and swal
lowed up the flood which the dragon cast out of his mouth.' 

"Here we see that a similar remedy which caused isms to cease in Moses' day, is again to be used to cause 
isms to cease i:n our day, the only means by which harmony can be restored among fellow-members in the 
church itself, as well as among Christians in general."-1TG 14:15, 16. 
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The showdown, then, culminates in the destruction of these imposters, by God's signal intervention 
against them (Ezekiel Nine), 

Before closing, let me bring to your attention these salient points: 

1, Through Bashan and only through Bashan was the subject of the phenomenon of Inspiration opened 
to our understanding. 

2. Likewise only through Bashan were the Elijah and Jacob typologies brought to light from the "golden 
bowl" (2SR 289). 

3. And Bashan is the only Association having the living Spirit of Prophecy as well as having the men, 
equipment, and facilities to embark on the hunting campaign, establish the School of the prophets, and 
finally mount the true solemn assembly. 

Let me take this opportunity to cordially invite you to visit Bashan in order to experience first hand the 
tremendous work now in progress here. 

I trust that you will be moved to feed upon the "good spiritual pasture" of Bashan (lSR 243:2), and Hms 
to eat the butter and honey to distinguish the good from the eviL 

Sincerely yours to get our 
interpretations only from 
"the golden bowl," 

J. B.D 

INSPI:RATION~s CHALLENGE 

"To be a Christian is not merely to take the name o:f Christ, but to have the mind of Christ, to submit to 
thfl: will of God In !iDI t'i:dnf~s. Many who profess to be Christians have yet to learn this lesson. Many 
know little of what it is to deny self for Christ's sake. They do not study how they can best glorify God and 
advance His cause. But it is self, self, how can it be gratified? Such religion is worthless. In the day of God 
those who possess it will be weighed in the balance and found wanting."-"That l May Know Him"', p" 
174:2, 

*** 

"The works of the Lord are great, sought out of all them that have pleasure therein. He hath made His 
wonderful works to be remembered: the Lord is gracious and full of compassion. The fear of the Lord is 
the beginning of wisdom: a good understanding have all they that do His commandments: His praise en~ 
dureth for ever,,. Ps, 111:2, 4, 10. D 

All brackets and parentheses, and all emphases in quotations, supplied if not otherwise indicated.) 
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TIME. 

When I was yourig and healthy 
I thought I'd time enough, 

For who has youth is wealthy, 
But time is slippery stuff. 

Like sand, it slips the fingers, 
And hold it no one can; 

No second of it lingers 
To suit the whims of man. 

From joy to j>)y I hasted 
Nor stopped to count the cost, 

But oh, the hours I wasted, 
And oh, the days I lost! 

Now this unto my sorrow 
I've learned, as all will learn, 

Time'!! stuff no man can borrow 
And by and by return. 

The days to hoard were not mea.nt; 
From east to west the sun 

Is every man's allotment. 
No more to any one! 

And none may snatch or steal it 
Or seize another's share, 

Like money, to conceal it 
And boast the fortune, fair. 

In spite of prayer or pleading 
The hour hand moves along, 

No slowing down or speeding 
For what seems right or wrong. 

Though youth may think there's plenty 
And that for sport 'twas meant, 

He'll learn, when three times twenty, 
How soon the days are spent. 

-Edgar A. Guest 

*** 
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